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A FRIEND Who left the professor,s chair to take
Charge ofa newspaper) OnCe Said to us’白Be an edi-
tor・ It is the one position in whichyou can be per-
fectly independent. `The deal・ people, 1ove to be ad-
monished, and will pay for being abused.,, While
We CannOt endorse either the sentiment emb重・aced in
the above orthe practice hinted atうyet We fed assured
that the students of the Bosto重1 Universitv SchooI of
Medicine, Whose servant we are, Wi-1 kindl)′ reCeive
a little criticism on a matter which problably has not
been brought to theil. nOtice. OしIr WOrk is all-ab_
SOrbi一一g. From necessity, ifnot from choice) We are
led to devote oし一r WhoIe time to our professionaI
Studies・ So st「ong is the tendency to become obliv-
ious to all eIse, that theDean consideredthe matter in
his address at the opening ofone of the school terms.
After urging us to broa‘1en our lives, tO Seek general
Culture in the lines of mし一S王c) literature, and the fine
arts’tO mingle in society and acq`一i一:e the art of gain-
ing and holding qu interest and con触。n。。 。f th。S。
We may be called to help) he concluded the whole
matter ty saying白Don,t be a bore !,,
Letus consider if we have heeded this advice so
faras our talk at the dinne‥able is col]Cemed. If
We tOOk our mid-day mez軍l with none but me(licaI
Students, WOuId it not be bette‘., PhysioIogic祖y con-
Si(1ered’tO leave our college interests at the college
buiIding? Would not the hour be bettel・ emI〕loyed
in jo11y’SOCia=alk ind relaxation thall in quizzing,
rehearsing or rehashi・ng the lectures? And when we
COnSider the interests of other people・ is not oul. dしIty
Plain? It is sad but true that medical students are
not in general favorably considere。・ A friend hand_
ed us some medical pamphlets with the remark白Take
these, yOu horrid thing・ I supposeJ,0従are interested
in such things.,, The scom with which theいyou,,
WaS emPhasized spoke volumes. our invitation to
another friend to visit our beauti請hospital was de-
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clined with haste? and surprise expressed that we
should have extended the invitation. Another, tO
whom we fondly looked for sympathy and personal
intさrest) While admitting that so long as people would
be sick and must be cし}red, Physicians must be`endur-
ed, begged leave to change the subject to pleasanter
themes. Iffriendship thus sets us aside can we look
for more appreciation from strangers? Have we a
right to use the word ;aci脇士n the hearing of those
who can not eat when thinking ofsickness and death?
Is it kind to shock the lady who speaks ofthe白limbs,,
of her piano by displaying the待femur,, of the turkey
and talking of comparative anatom)′? Is it well-bred
to co重TIPel others to listen to a conversation which is
disgusting to them, Or Will force them to leave the
table? Will it pay to allow ourselves to become dis-
agreei`ble and beし1nCOnSCious of the fact?
HoRACE advised writers to keep their manuscript
by them nine years before publishin宵・ We would
not urge so much upon oしIr COntribl-tOrS, but we
woし一Id suggest as many hours after the ink is dry. It
is Charles Dudley Warner who says)白Racy) enter-
taining talk is only exposed thought) and no one
would hold a man responsible for the thronging
thoughts that colltradict flnd displace each other in
his mind・,, Probably no one ever actua11y makes up
his mir)d until he either actsror puts out his conclusion
beyond his recall・ But thoughts which are to appear
in plain print) tO be read without the passlng eXCite-
ment and interest of the moment, Without the inter-
pretation offlash of eye or modulation of voice’muSt
needs be more carefully stし1died and weighed that the
words express no more一一Or less than the meamng ln-
tended. The merit of a commllnication is immeaS-
those that think,白I have nothing to §ayl,, the follow-
ing from the pen ofW. H. Hi11s is submitted:
繋鱒寵
greater than any literary talent that he may possess.
urably enhanced by good English-terSeI Clea置・ alld
concise ; Without extravagant ol・ Vulgzlr Phrasel With-
O。t SuPerlatives and iしalics ; a Clear conception of the
WOrd ``paragraph’’as distinguished from白sentence’’
and natし1ral seqし一e11Ce Ofthought・ After an article is
written, CO量●reCt again and again; Cut Out uneSSen-
tials, COnneCt CIosely related facts, SeParate into Iog主
Cal paragraphs ; Write fully at first and abridge freeIy.
It is, mOreOVer, a Cardinal p置-inciple with publishers
that paper be written on oク2e Side only. As else"
Where, We leam by repeated attempts, and the columns
Of THE MEDICAL STUDENT are COrdially commended
as a gymnasium for this phase of development. To
A suGGESTION is abroad that some effbrt be made
to change the part which the Medical School has in
C mmenc ment Day exercises. When a smile in-
v luntarily arises at the word白commencemeut,, and
we are assailed on all sides with点what is the matter
with the Medical School?,, it is time to seek a rea-
son for the usual ant of success in this cIosing day
ofa th ee years, hard ork. First) there is no work
wha ever ill the p escribed course bearing upon com-
position  or public speaking) nOt eVen SO muCh as to
be taught how to report a case or to be criticized in
recitation. Nei er is there a wide margin of time
from most urgent duty for individual efrort言f it be
desired.　Second, With the requirement　白twenty
w itten pages up  some theme connected with the
stし1dies of school ; uPOn the margin shall be noted the
authorities for all facts or opinions stated?,, there is a
manifest lack of sut房c s interesting to such an audi-
ence as assembles in June in Tremont Temple. Peo-
ple generally do一一Ot Care tO be treated to zI SCientific
medical) Surgical or hygienic article on a gala day・
If five or six from the audience would present them-
selves for a clinic’the remainder of the assembly
might be entertained and the skill of the graduate
demonstrated. Third) We al.e PaSt the period ofgrat-
ification to self or friends simply to appear on a pub-
1ic platfom) and we have not reached the period of
su臆cient ability to deliver a ten-minutes’address of
telling interest to three thousand wide-aWakeうCritical
Americans. In the first and second instances the
Medical SchooI su節ers with the Agricultural School
in comparison with other departmelltS. The Liberal-
Arts graduate has th  whole realm of letters to choose
from ; the theoIogi a  student may write his thesis on
a theoIogical sut*ect and then deliver a commence-
ment address on a popular su均ect; and it is easy to
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find a popし1lar sut加ct with legal basis. In these de-
PartmentS tOO) there is direct training for such work.
Within seven years the commencement exercises have
been abridged・ There are members of the teaching
force who would gladly dispense with all except the
degrees conf料red) Or tO SしIbstitute for the present lit-
erary programme an address from a notable speaker.
The medical department cannot take the initiative
toward such an ideal end, but this might be done:
To reqし1eSt the Trustees) uPOn the advice of the Facul-
ty, tO Omit representation from the Medical School.
It would be no discredit to the ability of the physi-
Cian ; the graduate from the schooI ofall sciences has
no part; the musical graduate delivers no literary
PrOduction・ It would be simply a break from the
routine and a step toward a better commencement
PrOgram me・
A REMARK dropped by Prof. Conrad Wesselhceft
the other day in his lecture, has led some ofthe stud-
ents to a hope that we may have some medical clinics
COnducted according to the rational ideas of homce-
OPathy? Which our esteemed profdssor is trying to im-
PreSS uPOn Our minds in his ]ectures. If Prof. Wes-
Selh(甜can only白get time’’for such a clinic, nO eX-
ercise ofthe schooI will be more highly appreciated
by the students or more faithfully attended. That the
members ofthe Senio一● Class are eager for clinical in-
StruCtion in general medicine is evinced by the large
attendance upon Dr・ Bender’s clinic in the dispensary,
and that this clinic is interesting and instructive no
One Will deny who admires ingenuity and system in
examination of patients ; nOr is interest wantingl SO
far as curiosity is arouiSed, at least, in the outcome
Or reSults of treatment so carefully and thoughtfully
applied・ No one denies, howevel・, that there is a
radical diiference between the therapeutics /az讐擁in
Our COllege, and those qz疹ht,d in the dinic referred
to) at least conceming the qし一eStion ofpotency. Now)
as students) We are aPt tO have our attention held
most cIosely by 4ractical things, and `a clinic by
Prof. Wesselhceft, in whom we all have such confi-
denceうWhich should illustrate his method of apply-
mg a materia medica capable of withstanding scien-
tific tests, is a thing devoutly to be wished for.
WE Shallうin each issue of the STUDENT) try tO
SuggeSt tO those of our readers who have access to
the co11ege reading room) SOme Of the leading articles
to be found there. There are many which we would
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be glad to summarize) if not reproduce in fu11) but
lack of space forbids more than a mere mention・
The reading room ought to be more generally patron-
ized by the students than it is. The current medical
literature of th  day is replete with matter with which
 is ou duty) tO a Cer ain degree? tO familiarize our置
Selves) if we would go out with a preparation that is
up wi h the times. All the best and latest thoughts
and ac evements of our science are supposed to find
し1 t ranCe through the columns of our joumals, and
the physician who w uld be alert to adopt new
methods or step aside sometimes from the beaten
Pat s) muSt be a r ader of something outside his
books. We shall doubtless f昂l to appreciate many
Of oul・ co11ege oppor山nities until they are out of our
gr sp and we are separa ed by miles from our Alma
Mater) but let us in the matter of reading room ad-
VantageS, take enough of them to ourselves while
here that we may be able to choose wisely from the
gre t mass, those joumals that we shall want to make
Our COmPanions s we enter upon the practice of our
P Ofession・ We should leam from every-day con-
t ast and compar son f the periodicals commg u重lder
Our gaZe, Which are likely to be of most service to
u ) and never will there be a better opportunity for
SuCh trial than that of he present. It is no sma11 nor
unworthy a tainment to be able to wisely choose from
the mass f liter ture now at hand in the medical
PrOfessio ? that w ich is really worthy of our notice)
and f we can in our college days) tO a Certain extent,
Cul vate this power of choice, We are adding vもry
materially to our edしICatio .
IN Our dispe sary pra tice, We, aS Students of med-
icine) have one of t e grandest opportunities of a life-
tim  for familiarizing ourselves with disease ; an OP-
POrtunity o飾ered to the students of few? if any other
Amer can colleges ; and the experience to be gained
from a proper appreciation 6f which is more varied
and unique than comes to many physicians in ten
years of.practice. That this experience is appreciat-
ed by a majority ofthose to whom it is open, 1S mani-
fest from the promptness with which the calls upon
the dispen ary slate ar  answered by the students, and
that the attention of the students is appreciated by pre
Patients is evidenced by the constant call for assist-
ance from all over the area covered by the dispensary.
Now while we should by no means slight the didac-
tic and theoretic l part of our medical course, We
Should strive? aS Seniors who are soon to go out into
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COmmunities to become advisors in a11 matters per-
taining to the prevention and suppression of disease’
to make the most ofthis exceedingly practical pa].t Of
Our PrOfessional training・ It is at the bed-Sides of
Our Patients) When we are out of reach of immediate
COunSel’that our judgment is developed, Our taCt is
tested, Our Selfreliance asserted. How easy r信he
hct%re 7.0077Z tO distinguish between the Belladonna
and Aconite conditions, Or tO diffel.entiate the laryngl-
tis of Hepar from that ca11ing for Spongia・ How
Vividly do we picture z17Z 。%r mわあthe excruciating
Pain ofacute rheumatism or gall-StOne COliらvanish-
ing like magic before the subtle power ofthe remedJ7
We have 5‘0 7/ead砂chosen! How simpIe do We im-
agine the di蹄rence between the second stage of
PneumOnia and pleurisy with an ef丘lS主on ! But how
is itwhen we meetthese casesface to face? Do we
not leam・ With a degree of certainty which no lec-
turer could begin to enforce upon us) that diagnosis
Calls for the most care餌weighing of sutjective and
Objective symp士oms obtained by the most thoroughly
trained perceptive faculties’and that the g一・eat princi-
Ple iJl therapeutics is t符dl誘dualZ2,atわがWe find that
diseases do not come to us labelled) nOr do the groups
Of symptoms which call for a drug? COnform very
Strictly to those laid down in text-books or set forth
by our instructors; how important that every possi-
ble opportunity should be taken to familiarize our_
§eIves with the practical as we11 as theoretical part of
medicine・ Let us remember that whatever we do or
leave undone we are laying now a foundation upon
Which our profdssional characters are to be built’and
that habits once formed are pretty apt to cling to us.
Ifwe are careless here in our examination and pre-
SCriptions we are weakening our professional struct-
ure・ thus irrjuring oし1rSelves, if not our patients ; but
ifwe leam to be methodical in a“taking our cases,,,
falthful in seeking for the correct diagnosis? and in
Selecting a single remedy according to the law of
Similars, We are Sure]y on the right road to become
thorough and competent physicians of the請ure.
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THE PHENOMENA OF THE SENSE OF
TOUCH, AS EXH工BITED BY THE BLIND.
JAMES R. COCKE, ’92.
It is not my intention to write a poetic or roman-
tic article which will astonish, Or gratify the curios-
ity ofthe readers ofthe STUDENT. My purpose isto
Place beforethem a few facts in regard to the blind,
Which I trust may awaken more interest in the cul-
tivation ofthe sense of touch, amOng Seemg PerSOnS)
than it has hitherto received, believing that through
this sense well trained? Palpation could be made a
more e鱈ective means of diagnosing disease.
When a very small child I was almost constantly
under the care bfa lady who did a great deal 。f knit_
ting; With that cしIriosity which prompts all blind
Children to feel ofeverything within reach) I frequent-
1y handled the worsted which she was uslng? aS Well
as her other work. To her uttel・ aStOnishment, One
day, She discovered that I could te11 the white and
light colore wooIs from the darker shades. So
much amazed was she that she at once reported to
her hし一Sband her belief that I was not totally b宣ind)
but coし一Id see su億cientIy to tell coIo】-S. The hus-
band promptly consulted the family physcian) Who
not believing the fact from the appearance ofthe eyes?
Subjected me to a col-rSe Of carrful experiments. Al
ter he had rigidly examined the eyes by means of a
Candle’ nd a lens, he declared emphatically thatthere
COuld be no sight. To’prove to the contrary) the la-
dy brought her yams? and I success餌Iy sorted the
COIors・ While this was golng On・ the practical phys-
Cian extinguished the light in the room’Which did
not in the least interfere with theoperation・ He then
d temined to soIve what seemed to be a very myste場
rious pl-Oble書n) and his various experiments showed
that while I could readily sort the wooIs) With cotton
I could do nothing, aS WaS also the case with highly
POlished wood surfaces.
Soon after this’I discoveredthatwhen movingabout,
I could distinctly feel myaPPrOaCh to any o切ect, alld
by observation could distingし1ish between trees, fences
and persons’and avoid striki尊them・ By care請
Cultivation, I am able to go alone to any part ofthe
City with reasonablesafety. I do do not wish it to be
understood t専t I, Or ar‘y blind persons, POSSeSS a SenSe
notpossessed by seeing persons; but I do clai〃n that
ifthe sense of touch were cultivated equa11y by bljnd
! and seeingPerSOnS, it could be as acute in one as the
other.
Ibelieve thatLe Kant, and others o士his schooI of
Philosophy, rePreSent the mind as a tablet) uPOn′
Which anything may be written・ It is my purpose to
describe the magic scl.Ollのf event? aS they flre im-
PreSSed upon the mind ofa person deprived ofsight)
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and possibly to prove that the idea of〆7.m, is the
5ame Whether gained through the sense of light) tOuCh)
Or hearing. Thus)a ba11 which appears spherical to
’the eye’imparts the same idea through the sense of
touch’and the rolling sound which it presents to the
ear, SuggeStS eSSentially the same thing to the mind・
In illustration) I know a child) Who) While totally
blind) WaS taugh=he sta錆used in music, With the
notes upon it in raised figures. Her sight was afler-
Ward partially restored) and at singing school) tO the
master,s surprise) She recognized the stafrand notes
drawn upon the blackboard) naming them according
to their relative positions. Next day she showed the
raised chart to the master’and told him that she rec-
Ogllized the five paralle=ines when she 5.a7‘′ them’be-
CauSe She had felt them under her fingers) PrOVing
COnClusively that the idea offom is the same when
COnVeyed by sight as by tol-Ch. It is only recently
that I have ieamed why it is thatthe light and dark
CO】ors can be distinguished in woolen goods and not
in cotton・ As our Professor in chemistry tells us)
the dye permeates the whole宜broしlS StruCture O「 the
WOOl, While it only covers the exterior of the cotton
fibres? SO the dark woollen goods absorb more heat
than those of a lighter coIorl While cotton being dyed
Onl), On the extel・iorl does not allow the heat to pene.
trate to any extent. It does seem thatiftouchcan be
Cultivated to the extent ofallowing one to detect the
di節erence of temperature between light and dark col-
OrSうthis same SenSe might be used in determining the
murmur of valvular regurgitatioh ㍉n accurately detect-
ing the thrill ofaneurism? and in noting d崩erences
Of temperature in inflamed parts not accessible to
Sight or thermometer.
IS THERE ANOTHER LEGAL ASPECT OF
DISEASE?
FIJORELLA ESTES, ’90,
We read and hear much conceming the physical
degeneracy ofthe prese-1t generation ofmen. Every-
One has a theory as to its cause? and everyone sug-
gests a way whereby the human family maybe re-
deemed from its state ofweakness and disease. From
Pulpit and platfom? mOSt eXCellent advice is given to
Whosoever will listen) aS tO the preservation of mental
and moral purity and the observance of the 】aws of
hygiene. Such e節orts are? doubtless) PrOductive of
great good, butthey alone can never kill out the evils
Which are sowmg Seeds ofsu節ering and death) tO be
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reape  by generations to come. More energetic
measures must be taken, mOre aCtive treatment be
empIoyed・
Let us consider the cause of the disease and misery
Which conf ont us n every hand・ Beyond a doubtl
much ofit is caus d by wrong modes of life ; much of
it inevitably entailed upon us by our mortality ; and
much more isdue to hereditary transmission・ And it
is the matter of he]・editary transmission which de-
m nd  special attention.
Those who transmit to o能pring) diseases, ]atent in
their systems) and therefore unknown) are blameless ;
but there are many) Very many? Who know themselves
to be scrofulous) ePil ptic) Of insane family, CanCer-
OuS rum-ruined or syphilitic? and whol nOtWithstand-
ing the knowledge) PeOPle the world with beings who
re a鍋ictions to thems lves, SOrrOWS Or Shames to
their coI}neCtions) and burdens to the world? and who,
n urn) PerPetuate diseases which medical science is
Striving to eradicate from the human family. The
taking oi a human ife is a crime punishable by the
SeVereSt Penalty ofthe law ; the giving ofa life which
must needs be a curse  the owner, and can but add
to the ever-g eat Sum Of human misery) is lawful.
To a superficial observer, I may seem to magnify
the importance of this matter of what ought to be
COnSidered unlawf l pl・OCreation) and the need ofin・
terference with persona1 1iberty in such cases. To
PrOVe tha 白Iknow whereofI speak),, let me cite
SOme CaSeS Which have come under my cIose obser-
Vatio ・ Case I. In a ertain law-abiding communi-
ty in New E land, 1ive two women who have been
illSane for year , and at times confined in a mad
house. And these women have continued to bear
Children through all their yearS Ofinsanity. One of
these women is the daughter ofa line ofinsane moth-
ers; the history of the other I do not know. Now’
if there is one grain oftruth in the theory ofhe-
redity; Which we so strongly advocate) What in all
human probability lies before those children ofinsane
mothers? Case II. A child was bom to parents
known by physcians to be horribly syphilitic. The
Child su紐ered a11 the agony that could be crowded in-
to a fewmonths oflife, and then died, and the burial
rtific te r ad?白Syphilis.,, A year later) Perhaps?
anotherchild was bom) and died in the same way.
How Io g this order ofthings might have lasted’is
unknown, aS the woman soon died.
If these people had murdered a child, thelaw would
have dealt h糾Shly wi h them ; but) aS it was) they had
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merely exercised a personal right to create a beingl
for whom) under existing circumstancesI Su節ering and
death were the inevitable portion. Case IⅡ is that
Of a confimed epileptic) a WOman Who has daily
Seizuresl and whose mind is already a wreck; and
thiswoman is still beal.ing children・ These are not
isolated cases) bし一t are three out of the many which
any one ofus might describe.
The physician is compelled by law to report every
CaSe Of small pox) diphtherial and scarlet and typhoid
fevers which exist in his practice? butうnOt SO With
SyPhilis. On the contrary) he considers it a point of
honorto r9main as still as thc grave where is con-
Cemed a disease more terrible than any named? a dis-
ease which may be communicated adわ〆寂um,
and curses the lives of unknown numbers yet unbom・
I believe there should be some legislation making it
Obligatory for the physcian to report promptly to the
proper authorities・ eVery CaSe Of syphitis-Or Other
Venereal disease--Which comes within hjs knowl_
edge, and furtheFmOre, that the communication or
transmission of such a disease should be in law a
The world holds a11 too many mental) mOral and
Physical wrecks・ Who were白cursed from the very
beginning with deeds that others have done’,, and
Who are living verifications of the Scriptural saying :
負The iniquity of the father shall be visited upon the
Children unto the third and f抗rth generations.,,
Now) Whatis tobe done? To point out an evil is
easy, tO remedy it is more di塙cult) and it is e§pecial-
1y di鯖cult to deal with evils ofsuch a nature as these
under our consideration.
The physcianl from his peculiar position toward
mankind, SeeS mOre Plainly and feels more deeply)
than can anyone else) the need of this reform; but
unfortunately for the physical welfare of man) Physi-
Cians are not law-makers) Stillfrom them mustcome,
I believe’the impetus which shall move tlle.PeOPle to
take those measures necessary to bring about the re-
formation.
The phys9ian, by virtue of his position and the
COnfidence reposed in him, Wields r]O little power)
and his scope is wide. So far as moral suasion can
PreVail, he should influence to the adoption of the
right and humane course. There are inte]ligent peo-
Ple who would comprehend him) COnSCientious peo-
Ple who would obey. But where the power ofmor-
al suasion ends, the laws ofthe land should exercise
authority, and ake away personal liberty w亘enever it
is necessal・y for the good ofhumanity:
白But),, says some one)生such matters cannot be
COntr 11ed・ You may dvise to what pu「pose yoし1
may, but as for l gislation-legislators are not) aS a
rule, m  Who could fbrWal・d such a movement.,,
Granted that there are many d瓶culties in the way)
and that it will reqし1ire yeal-S tO OVerCOme them) Still)
the reform is so much needed that it is well worth
WOrking and waiting for・ And the first great step
toward the attainment of the end言s enlightenment of
he peopl ・ Hand in hand with spiritual teachings?
and equal to them in importance) Should go a knowl-
edge of the inexorable laws which govem man,s
Physical life.
After years of such instruction) and the constant ag-
itation ofthe questio ? I believe that the mass ofthe
PeOPle would be sl一億ciently awakened to the interests
Of humanity to demand that the same earthly law
Which embodies and enforces the commandments
Written by Moses on tables of stone) Should l-Phold
the laws of physical being? Which) though unwrittenタ
al’e none the less God-given; and that the samejus-
tice which punishes him who takes life? Should also
Puni h him who commits that greater crime「tO
Wilfully entail misery upon a human being・
HYGIENE OF THE EYES OF CHILDREN.
Hクm`き少at履デbuク形alケOb∫teああ〆r Noりembe?;
H・ H. CRIPPEN? M. D.
Ophthalmia neon torum・-At the moment of birth’
the child,s eyesare exposed to the danger ofthis puru-
lent conjunctivitis, by irect infection with the vag-
in l discharges of th  mother. Ifthe eyes are cIosed’
these discha書・geS are deposited on the borders ofthe
lids and penetrate into the conjunctival cul-de-SaC, aS
SOOn aS the eyes open. when) aS in casesofpro-
longed labor) the eyes are open before the accouche-
ment is terminated’the penetration of the infectious liq-
uid is facilitated. The discharges of the甲other are
infectious, however, Only when they contain the spe-
Cific germs of this purl】lent conjunctivitis.
Our first duty then is to remove the spe読city ot
the vaginal discharges. When we become aware
during the latter months of pregnancyJ that there ex-
ist leucorrheal discharges' this state must be reme-
died, first’by a tending to the general health) SeCOnd,
by suitabl vaginal irrigation・ These precautions) aS
to vaginal cleanliness) Should be especially insisted
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On in the later days ofpregnancy) in order that there
be the greatest certainty ofthe absence of infectious
discharges during labor・
As soon as the infant is ushered i宣ltO the world,
next after the precautions essential for the mainte-
nance oflifel it is necessary to proceed at once to the
Cleaning of theeyes. It is most often at the moment
When the child opens its eyes for the first.time)
that the infection of the conjunctiva is produced.
It has been shown by Perniger) that the inoculation of
the eyes ofthe new-born` takes placeat the end oftwo
Or three minutes after contact with the co可unctiva.
The prompt washing ofthe eyes is then of greatest
importance and should be undertaken before the gen-
eral cleaning or the body. The water for this wash-
ing should be ofgentle warmth ; it should be prepar-
ed in a basin separate from that intended forthe body
Of the infant; and thecleaning ofthe eyes should be
Performed with bits of clean sof=inen rather than
高ith a sponge・ These bits of linen should be burn-
ed? aS the best means ofdisposing ofany possible in-
fection that they may retain・ Above a11? See that
SOme meddlesome nurse does not add any such popu-
lar ingredient to the water as salt, milk or cold
tea. The liquid I prefer, js simple boiled water.
A FEW FACTS.
Conceming the preparation of drugs for homceo-
Pathicし1Se, Prof. Conrad Wesselhceft has recently giv-
en the class some interesting statements) a Summary
Ofwhich is given below.
It is said? here and thereうthatto cure with high po-
tenciesl mOre aCCurate knowledge is requ王red than `in
PreSCrihing low potencies.
1・ When do high potencies begin and whendo
Iow potencies end?
2. The definition is quite arbitrary; eg., is it the
thirty一缶rst) the thirty-SeCOnd’Or the thirty-third ; the
One hundred ninety-SeVeth or the nine hundred ninety-
ninth?
3・ Ifyou have given indications for a remedy with
PreCision) Choice ofa potency will neither add to nor
take from the correctness of your choice.
4. Ifyourchoice ofa remed)γ is wrong) Choice of
a high potency will not make it right, nOr Choice ofa
low potency make it mol・e incorrect.
5. Choose yoし-r remedy accurately? aCCOrding to
the hom《翼OPathic law) from well proven drugs? be
Sure yOur remedy is what its label says it isl then be
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Sure yOur P OVing repres nts the actual e鯖i)CtS Of the
drug; give a little medicine in an attenuated fo】・m
between the tinctllre and tenth decimal’Or mOl.e like-
]y b tween the first and fifth decimal.
We hear it argu d that we need only thirty vials
and a few ounces of alcohol to make the thirtieth
decimal dilution, and that hence all arithmetical dem-
onstrations thata grain or drop is diluted by milliもns of
Cubic milesofalcohol, are delusive. Thefactsarethese :
We actually d lute only a small fraction (one-tenth) of
the first grain or drop) 1eaving behind) On makil-g the
SeCOnd? di量ution) ine-tenths uzdilz毒ed; in the third
dilut on we use only on - enth ofthe one tenth in the
SeCOnd or one one- undredth, leaving 7Zt7Ze夕-%i7ee
O7Z Au7gdγedtんOf Zhe orをl形al drクp ued#uted; in
he fourth di ution we l'Se Only olle-tenth of the frac-
tional part ofa drop used in the third, One-tenth of
One Olle-hundredthl Or One One-thousandth1 1eaving
‘behind紡Z扱Ied 7Gi7Zeんnd7,ed cmd %l%e夕-72わ2e
Oクee-寂oz‘Sa7Zd hs.1’etC., etC. Expressed in figures we
Shoし11d have the foltowing? if we reprcsent our bottles
asbeing numbered l) 2? 3’4, etC言-
Bottle I COntain  I drop drug+　9 drops water.
“　2　“玉“　“十i*drop　待十9dps.wtr.
“　3　“未申　``　“十　欝　``　``十9 “　待
“　4　　``千おす``　　``　十端白　い十9　●`　“
and soon・ In each bottle the amountofdrug dill-ted
is represented by the first fraction, and the amount of
drug z‘7Zd荻ted, the place of which is supplied b)γ
Water, is represehted by the second fraction; thus in
the fourth decimal dilution we use only千品ofa drop
Of medicine to 9蔀株drops of water,霊詣ofa drop
being Ieft in the preceding bottles undiluted・ Carry-
ing this process up to the twenty-fourth decimal dilu-
tionうWhich is zlbout the limit of divisibility of matter?
and we should have a propo一・tion of oクZe dr。p Of
medtci72e d#uled匂′ about sez’eクZ /hou∫a7ed se彬7Ztee符
CZ多blcge讐.7.aphtcal m荻j. qf 7”ate7.! Hence as we
djlute o血y〆aClio郷Ofa drop, We need only a few
OunCeS Of vehicle ; tO dilし一te the whole drop woしIld re-
quire the above stupendous amount ofvehicle.
Homceopathy is built up on a ru量e of similars
found by experience and practice・ Medicines to be
glVen aCCOrding to this rule must be known astotheir
effecIs. The only way to know them is to trythem
On man and animals, Which ;s calledproz,わ管・ This
PrOVmg lS muCh more di鍋cult than is generally
taught. Medicines thus proved m読t be su可ected to
critical examination in order to see that the resuIts of
the provlng are the 蹄cts ofthe drug proven. With-
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Out SuCh critical ana]ysisI PrOVillg is valueless or mis-
1eading. Medicines themselves must be prepared ac-
COrding to rational pharmacy? l. e・) We muSt aban-
don the old way oI attempting to make solutions from
triturations of insoluble substances’and we must
glVe uP dilutillg Or白potentizing,, beyond the limits
at which matter ceases to be divisible. Lastly we
must rさcognize the fact that medicines cease to be
e億cacious Iong before they cease to be divisible. The
twenty-fourth decin-al represents one to one quadrill-
ionth)誰one drop to seven thousalld seventeen cubic
geographical miles or about 350?085 cubjc English
miles? equal to the en鉦e Mediterranen Sea and a
Part Ofthe Atlantic.
b;盤盤黙想鞘i,維霊議書龍寵器諾譜On (鵬d
OPPORTUNITIES FOR POST-GRADUATES
IN NEW YORK CITY.
E. A. SEARS, M. D., ’88.
Many inquiries have been made conceming the
advantages which New York city a住ol-ds our gradしい
ates) and it has been suggested? aS I have been here
for the past three months? that I give the readers of
the MEDICAT・ STUDENT the benefit of my experience.
I gladly compIy, and hope that what I may write
may throw a little light on the sutject. Individし一al、
OPm看OnS Vary SO muCh) yOu Will bear this in mind in
reading this article? also our ideas of profitableness
and unprofitableness depend largely on the way and
the time we receive impressions. I write from the
Standpoint of a young practitioner) and such will
PrObably largely compose my audience. There are’
at present, tWO SChooIs here for those who wish t。
COntinue their medical stndies after graduation’and
Only two that I am aware of; the生Post-Graduate
Medical School and Hospita賞),, 226 E. 20th St.’and
the負Polyclinic and Hospital)" 214 East 34th St.,
both of which belong to the ranks ofthe負old school.,,
The Hom(roPathists are in the rear in this respect)
but I quote the following from the last白Announce-
ment ofthe New York Homceopathic Medical Col-
lege and Hospital),, which may be ofvalue to those
Who come to New York in the future:_
白There are two PosトGraduate Institutions here
under old school management・ Large numbers of
Physicians’a gOOdly proportion ofwhom are practi-
tioners of homceopathy? attend theSe SChooIs. The
O岱cers of this College frequently receive letters of in-
quiry from every portion of the United States asking
if we have post-graduate instruction in connection
With ou重・ Col]ege. Such applicants have been referr葛
ed to the existing schooIs in this city.
It is the intention ofthe Faculty to establish a pure-
1y clinical school) COVering all departments ofmedi-
Cine and surgery. The College building) in the out-
Patient depa一・tment, has been arranged with especial
reference to this work.
Applied homceopathy wi11 be the distinguishing
fおture ofthis school・ Old schooI practitioners may
ere eam how to practice homceopathy? While those
Of our own faith may tudy any branch ofmedical
SCience which they may select. Such a school as this
Will be established as soon as possib!e and duly an-
nounced.,,
This College is for j7クe7Z alone’and whether women
Will be admitted on an equal footing with men? I can輸
not predict. I be]ieve here in New York? however)
theyconsider it proper for men and women to receive
instruction ・tOgether afier graduation, but n。t th。
thing for under-graduates. New York is sufiering
to-day) I say it advisedly? for a Medical SchooI which
is founded on the co-educationalbas…s’and it is a source
Of regret that Homceopathists have not set the exam-
Ple. The winter courses begin about the last of
September・ One can enter at any time duringthe
year, but the winter months are considered the best, aS
in summer many ofthe professors leave the clinics to
the instructors ; there is a reduction in tuition in sし1m_
mer, however. One can spend any Iength oftime he
Chooses? be it long or shortうbut the six weeks’tick-
ets are the fivorites) and realIy I think the most satis-
fbetory. In six w eks time each professor has gone
OVer his allotted task, and after that there is apt to be
repetition・ Ifone has three monthsto spend? it is con-
Sidel・ed by many a bettel. Plan to divide the time be-
tween the two schoo工s言n this way one gets a variety
Ofideas? and can select what he chooses for his own
use. It costs a little more but it pays intheend.
T 白General Cours ,, in each schooI costs about
$IOO for six weeks, this means about 8 h。urS 。Iini。al
WOrk a day. One can take but one su華ct if he
Chooses, and pay for that one course) but he wil)l
hardly hav  his time occupied unless he goes about to
the di縫rent dispensaries and hospitals pertaining to
his specialty. This c nsumes much time, and th。
hoし-rS COnflict in  most aggravating manner some-
imes, Still many do this; many take two depart-
ments’GynaecoIogy and Surgery being often select-
ed) and hese r  good in both schooIs. The courses
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On the白Mind and Nervous System,, are very valしい
able especially in di。g-7ZO読) and a diagnosis does
help in making a prognosis) at least.白Diseases of
Children,, are especially well handled at the Polyclinic・
One ofthe professors disgusts many ofhis hearers by
his frequent prescriptions of fresh air) CO-d v‘uter eX-
terna11y and intemally) Care Ofdiet? and not皿-Ch of
any medicine・ The qクera寂e course on Eye, Ear,
Nose and Throat, I am not able to speak offrom per-
SOnal experience, but the clinical work at the schooIs
js not much mo一・e extended than whatyoし一have in
your own clinics in Boston・ There is a large amount
Ofoutside work) however) SuCh as attendingclinics at
the Manhatten Eye and Ear Hospital? Brooklyn
Throat Hospital and the various Dispensaries. I am
unable to speak with as mしICh decision here, aS With
regard to the rest. The白Obstetrical,, advantages are
宣neagre. The instrしICtion in a11 the departments is
】argely 61inical and they have abundant material. We
are training our eyes to see) Our earS tO hear, and our
hands to feel, and isn,t this what all yoしmg PraCtition-
ers especia11y need? This is done under the guidance
Of those who have been long years in practice, and
hold enviable positions in the profession ; SuCh men
as Paul F. Mundel M. D.) W. GillWyliel M. D.)
H. Marion Sims, M. D., and Chas. Carroll Lee,
M. D., in GynaecoIogy; John A. Wyeth, M. D., A.
G・ Gerster, M. Dっand V. P. Gibney)M.D.,in
Surgery; L. C. Gray)M.D.〕and C. L. Dana’M.
D・, in Mind and Nervoし1S System ; A` L. Ranney)M.
D.? Anat. and Phys. ofNervous System; D. B. St.
JohnRoosa, M・ D., andDavid Webster in Diseases of
Eye andEar; W. H. Porter, M. D., in Pathol. and
Clinical Med・? and many others. Courses in Clinical
Microscopy’ Practical AsistoIogy) and PathoIogy,
BacterioIogy’Intし裏bation of the Larynx) and Oper乱
tive Courses on the Cadaver can l)e Obtained but are
not included in the General Course which I‾ have
mentioned. There are physicians here from all parts
Of the Ullion and many from Canada) rangmg m age
from the old white-haired man whose course in l主fe
must be nearly runうtO the yomg graduate who has
just reached his majority. There are but few women,
although they have equal advantages・ I have met
Only six who were co`meCted with the school for any
length oftime. I have been treated with the greatest
COurteSy and kindness by all) and shall always re-
member my sqjoum in New York, aS being pleasant
as well as profitable. A Homceopathist wiIl not ex-
PeCt tO gain much in the line ofTherapeutics) but I
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must admit that I have been much interested in this
too. I was depIorably ignorant of the manne賞・ Of
giving drugs in the opposite school) and as a matter
ofe ucation we ought tb know more than the under-
1ying principle of any s stem・ I wollder if I have
tQld you all you wish to k書lOW. Board in New York
City? Well, TOu Can Pay $15a諒eek, OryOuCanbe
COmfortable by paying $7. That is a matter of taste
entirely-and length of purse.
ESSENTIALS IN PRESCRIPTION WRITING.
FRED S. PIPER, ’90.
工t seems hardly necessary to urge the impol・tanCe
Of every practicing ph)・Sician understanding how to
write ordinary prescriptions cor’.eCtly? aS Well as to
COmPre end them in his reading. The word pre-
SCription co es from 4re∫Crlbo-tO Write・ A pre・
SCription is) t refore, a Wl・itten formしIla for the com-
POSition of edicine in the treatment of certain cases.
To write this formula col・reCtly will requlre a know-
ledge of the ingredients to be combine〔l, their com-
Patibility or incompatibility, the dose of each
as well as the dose of theresultingmixture. Itis
also convenient to the dispensing pharmacist, aS Well
as safe for the patient) tO have the pem-anShip plain-
1y legible and the spelling according to some recog-
]1ized authority. After being particular about this,
the physician may recommend a reliable pharmacist
to his patient・ It is sur声singwhat mistakes have
actually occurred through poor penmanship in pre-
SCription writing? OItener the result of care重esst-eSS
than inability.
The p escriber should also be familiar with the
weights and measuresl nd their respective abbrevia-
tions : h s ould be systematic so f証as possible.
The pr scription, for convenien6e of description, is
u地ally (1ivided into fiv  partsうViz言1. The super-
scription ; 2. the inscription; 3. subscription; 4. sig-
nature ; 5. physician’s name? Patient’s name and date・
1. Th sし'PerSCription is written B′ fo時’eCeZ4e’and
signifies /a居e・ 2. The inscription is the body ofthe
prescription) and includes the nameS Of substances to
be compounded・ 3. The subscription consists of the
di ections given to the phamacist. 4. Signatl-re, in置
Cludes direc ions to nurse or patient・ It is customary
to write the first th重・ee PartS Of the prescription in
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Latin and the fourth in Englishl Or SOme language
familiar to the patient. For exampleト
圏 Potassic iod. 5 1.
Syrupi Sarsap. g 4.
M.
May4) ,89.　Sig. Teaspoonfulaftermeals.
For Mrs. Brown・　　　A. L. JANE, M. D.
The necessary knowledge.of the drugs to be com-
POunded comes from a study ofMateria Medica. In-
COmPatibility includes various conditions which ren-
der the mixture of certain substances either improper
Or altogether impossible. SllCh is the result) SO Well
known・ Of mixing chlorate of potash with tannin? Sul-
Phur, alcohol, etC., an eXPIosion being likely to oc-
Cur・ Corrosive sublimate is incompatible with many
Substances because of iしS eaSy decomposition. Ac-
Onite is not well mixed) and among some hirits on
the sし巧ect by Dr・ S. O. L. Potter, Perfumedper-
haps with what he knows of Hahnemann) he sug-
'geStS that it maybe wise to use remedies singlyうSO
far as possible at least? and adds that the present ten-
dency is toward monopharmacy.
Familiarity with weights and measures can best be
acquired by practice in their use? and only so. The
tables used are one for weights and one for liquid
The system of weights is)-
20 grains - 1 scruple・
3 scruples = 1 drachm = 60 grains.
8 drachms - 1 ounce = 480 grains"
12 ounces = 1 pound - 5760 grains.
Liquid measure,-
60 minims = l fluid drachm.
8 f. drachms = 1 fluid ounce.
16王ounces = 1 fluid pint・
一For convenience, many liquids are measured by
Weight, a Pint and poし一nd being used interchange-
ably. Of the abbreviations t-Sed? the fol]owing arc
SOme Ofthe most common :葛
Drach’5 ; SCruPle) t; OunCe' 5 ; f. beingprefixed
to 5 and g forfluidmeasure. Min竜)M.; Pint) O’
(for octarius).
a. a. o重・ ana = OreaCh.
Add. =三add to it.
Aq. bu11・ (bulliens) = boiling water.
Aq. font・ = SPring watel..
Bull.こ= let it boil.
Emp. (emplastrml) = a Plaster.
Ft. (fiat)一上et there be made.
Ft・ Pil. No. 20 - make 20 pi11s.
Gtt. (gutta) = a drop.
M. orM. (misce) = mix.
QL P. = aS muCh asyou please.
Q S. - a Sufficient quantity.
軍(r。。ip。) _ tak。.
S. or sig・ (Signa) = direct.
Terin dieort. i. d. = threetimesaday.
S. S. (Semis) = One-halL
An abbreviation should never be used when the
least doubt can exist as to its meaning :-
eg. Never write acid Hydroc. which may mean
Hydrochloric or the more poisonous Hydrocyanic.
Don’t prescribe by drops when avoidableうbut by min-
ims instead ; don,t prescribe by teaspoolrfuls but by
SOme definite measure. A minim is always a definite
amount) While drops a e very variable in size.
Both Aarabic and Roman notations are in use’but
for many reasons the former is preferable. A few
PreSCriptions here may show the use of abbreviations
and foms better tha-1 description・
The fo11owing ar  prescriptions in common use in
English hospitals :
B Extra。ti j。Iapae, gr. 3.
Syrupi semae, 5 2.
Spiritus chloroformi.
Tinct・ Zingiberis, CZa. M. 15.
Syrupi simplici, 5 2.
Aqua cami, ad・ qS. g lブ4・
M.
Sig. For sick chi]dren.
Dec. 4, ’84.　　　　　　G. F. GRIMES, M. D.
軍Amm。nii 。arb., grS. 4.
Ext. ergot穏1iq., M. 20.
Tinct. lavandulae, M. 15.
Spts. chloroformi, M. 10.
Aquadest. ad. qs. g l.
M._
For Mrs. 」ones.　　Sig. Take as directed.
Dec. 9, ’88.　　　　　　　　　　　　DR. CRAIG.
The above also illustrate the polypharmacy which
is tending toward monopharmacy. Whatever the
PreSCription may be) its essential featし1re is to convey
to he dispensing chemist a precise knowledge of
What the phys圭cian desires.
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ESSENTIALS IN‘ HOM(EOPATHIC PRE_
SCRIBING.
A・ L. KENNEDY) M. D.
(CONCLUDED.)
Probablv nowhere can we find clearer and more ex-
Plicit directions in regard to the matter of白taking the
CaSe’, t】lan those laiddown by HahnemaIml in his Or-
gaクZO7e, ParagraPhs 84 to 90, illCIusive. A careful and
j7.eque7Zl reading ofthese will afford the eamest begjn-
ner invalし一able ai〔I. Bし]t in too many instances he
is) from the first) Wholly unacquainted with this
noble work of the great Master. Instead of making
it-the only real textbook of homceopathy-his infal-
1ible guidel he ignores what it teaches and often fos-
ters a spirit of p一句udice言f not of aversion to it・
This is not to be wondered at, Since he has often read
thatthe ideas ofthe Orgal-On are Chimerical and useless.
The plan outlined by Hahnemam) and more or less
faithfully followed by a】l homceopathists) is by far the
best. Firstin orderうthe history of the case. Allow
the patient tb tell his sto一・y uninterrしIPtedlyl nOting
dowh, meanWhile, aS far as possible, the wordsand
exp「essions used by him. SL教bsequently his statement
may be corroborated? Or COrreCted? either by question-
ing him? Or by information furnished by friends or at-
tendants. This must notbe ovel.lookedl for patientsoft-
ell mislead) intentionally or otherwise. Notlong since
I was exa皿n丁ng a Patient who stated that she had a
白sharppain in the heart.,’Requesting her toplaceher
hand upon the part a節ected) She immediately raised it
to her 7.壷ht side. Siしnilal・ instances are not uncommon
among the ignorant・ We camotbe too careful in
this direction.
Next observe carefully the appearance of the pa-
tient; his丘gure, eXPl・ession of face, attitude and
movement. Then ascertain as to the functions of the
body. It will be l-CCeSSary) generally) tO Obtain indi-
vidual details. In seeking these avoid as much as
POSSible direct or leading questiollS-SuCh questions
as can be answered by待yes’’or待no.’’ The interro-
gations)寝how),, =what),,白where,, and生when,, us-
ually elicit the information required・ For examplel
it is unsafe to say to a patient,いYou feel worsein the
moming do yoll nOt?,, or even to ask directly)白Do
you fbel worse in the moming?"　Many who shol-1d
repIy tO SuCh questions in the 7g讐・a寂,e Will reply in
the cz研rmati彬thinking it is the doctor’s wish that
they should do so. It is f証better to ask?白How do
you feel i重l the morning?,, or〕負Do you fee1 4elter or
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秒Or∫e in the morning?’’ It is nGtWe11 to ask, =Do
you feel better in the open airう’’but rather,白How
are you a鯖もcted by the open air戸’’ Nor is itwise to
Say)生You fed better while you are keeping still) do
you not?’’but instead,白Do youfeel better while #zOぴ
〆ク管Or While Ge吻iグ讐S寂lダ　FQllowing this order
Or queStioning we will obtain the best picture of the
CaSe. I cannotattempt more specific directions in a sin-
gle article, but I believe the above will be su鯖cient as
far as relates to the first essential in homceopathic pre"/
SCribing.
The second point) and one of equal importance) is
to search the records of the pathogenetic e鱈ects of
drugs for those symPtOmS Which mo§t nearly corre-
SPOnd to the given case. To find such symPtOmS the
young practitioner will soon discover is no easy task.
He will) Of course, COmPare the drug symptoms with
the disease symptoms. Often he will find two or
three remedies o節ering the identical symptoms
PreSent in his patient) When) naturally) bewilderment
follows. Ifno one is near at thisjuncture to aid him,
the likelihood is that he will abandon all attempts at
SyStematic prescribing and resort to any mFanS Which
accident or hearsay may suggest. But how wiIl he
di能rentiate among these several remedies? Upon
this point Hahnemann, in the latterpart of pal・agraph
153 of the Oクga符07e’SayS:白In making this compar-
ison the more 4romわZe短, Z‘,ZCOmmO7Z and 4ec荻ar
(characteristic) fe tur s of the case are especially and
almost exclusively COnSidered and noted : for /he5eわ
partt uんr shozi〃 bear tノをe ch∫e51 ∫tm荻tude to the
ヅ勿iom5 q/. Zheみtred medicine. The more gen二
eraland indefinite symptoms, SuCh as want of appetite‘
headache) Weakness) reStless sleep? distressl etC. ’unless
more clearly defined? deserve but little notice言on ac-
COunt Of their vagueness) and also because general-
ities of this kind are common to every disease and to
almost every drug.’’ This advice is ofthe utmost im置
POrtanCe; in fact) I may say) Without due regard to it
SuCCeSSful prescribing is impossible.
Two clinical cases from the pages of my note-
book will serve to illustrate this point"　One, Ch7,07e-
ic 1汲aタy空g.i寂・-The +emedy which cured was sug-
g sted by the symptom-ゼer読teグZt Ztchわ管ef /he婦
qf the ′205e・ S#tcea・一Two or three other remedies
(Ol. an., CauSt., etC.) have this symptom also, and
the di蹄rentiat on w s made by comparing the Iess
Characteristic symptoms of their pathogeneses. An-
Other, Chro78tC Dlarrha,a・-The eymptom’, COんl!
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dan疹j壱et led me to prescribe, With very satisfactory
results, Calc. carb.
In these cases) the prominent) unCOmmOn and pe-
Culiar (characteristic) symptoms indicated the appro-
priate remedies. These cases illustrate the advan-
tage of treating the indi毒dual rather than the dzふ
ea∫e・ The diagnosis) though important? fumished no
guide to the remedy. This will be found to be true
in most cases.
Having determined which are the prominent, un-
COmmOn and peculiar features of a case? the next
question will be? Where are they to be found in our
脇teria Medicaタ　Possibly the prescriber has
heard of a rehledy which has one of thesらIeading
SymPtOmSaS a Characteristic・ He finds the symptom
that led him to the record, but perhaps no othel.S
`that a]・e eSPeCia11y noted in the case. Now? Shall he
.prescribe upon a single symptom? This isoftendone)
but in the m可ority of such instances, failure results.
A siク讐友symptom) eVen though生uncommon,, and
白characteristic’’wi11 not dec揚the remedy, Only
5多讐geSt it・ Hahnemann says: (●The more promi-
nent, unCOmmOn and 4ecz‘lわγ (Characteristic) fea-
t%γe∫ Of the case should bear the cIosest similitude to
the symptoms ofthe desired medicine.’’米　Hence oth-
erprominent symptomS muStbe found・ In order to do
this the prescriber can have recourse to that valuable
accomf)animent of the脇te7.ta Medica, the γ勿er-
tortalあクde” Of symptoms. With the aid of some
WOrk of this nature, his e鱈i)rtS Will be much facilitat-
ed, and he will be able after a little whiletofind
more readily the leading fおtures of any given case.
The coタZdttio72∫, the ameliorating or agg一・avat-
ing states? are Often of the utmost assistance in
Selecting the proper remedy. To demonst置・ate the
help often received from them) I present two cases
Which occurred rece11tly in my practice. First
CaSe, m 。Cute allac居。/荻arrんt?a・」The patient
WaS 。b履red Z。 gO /o stoolあz a Au7.7γ earタカZ
the mOrクZiグg〕 before his usual hour for rising. Sul-
phur was all that vyas rendered for the cure.
(AIoes, Podo. and Rumex are similar・) Second case,
a croa石tク管, bar石iク管COZgh,戸・Om a per読teク2t ttC左
脇讐‾わZ /he /hroat・-Aggravated by a change of air・
Patient c。Z,ered Aer m。uih Zo 4rez,eクZi /heあZhahtio%
of cold air・ Prompt relief followed the administra-
tion of B%徽e〆.
誰The reader will observe that Hahnemam says言`peculiar (Charac-
teristic)〆at∂`移∫.’’
The young practiti trer must not, however, eX-
PeCt by any rapid st一●ides to attain perfection in
th  art of homceopathic prescribing・ In view of
Lhe numerous di範culties al.ising from the utter im-
POSSibili y) at times) Of gaining anything like a com-
Plete picture of the case-d瓶cu】ties becatlSe Of
the jmperfect provings of many ofour remedies ; dif-
ficulties in adapting the dl-ug SymtOmS that we already
have, tO the disease symptoms, OWing to the incom-
Pleteness of ur I・epertories) etC.
In view, then, Of all this, he wi]l not at once reach
PrOficiellCy in this direction ; yet While his colleagues
Of other schooIs are treading the uncertain and ever-
Changing quicksands of medical dyわん7Z, gaining a
Seemingly firm foothold to-day〕 Only to be swept from
their position to-一11OrrOW) he may be content to st'・ug-
gle on) knowing that at very step in his p一・ogress
his fdet are guided by a 4ri杉cZz)ゐwhose foundation
rests on the bed rock of natural law. What was but
Partia11y reCOgnized yesterday is being con鉦med to-
ay) and wi11 be known as living truth to-mOrl・ow.
There are Other points, SuCh as the characte一・ ofthe
dose and its repetition? etC.? Which are also essentials.
It sometimes becomes necessary for lack of clearly de-
fined symptoms) Or Other cause? tO discard reco重・ds aト
ready made‘’ The patient is carefu11y re-eXamined) aS
ifhis casewere anentirely lleWOne. Thisisdone for
the purpose of eliciting (if possible) new and char-
acteristic symptoms. No one of these rules can be
Safely ignored or even lightly regarded. On the con-
trary) eVery One muSt be honestly investigated and
faithfully tested by him who would appreciate the vi一・一
tues and ].ealize the advantages of his chosen calling.
Finally? While recognizing the d瓶culty of exacト
ness in prescribing with the means at our commandl
still we have much that is reliable to guide us, aS the
many curesI made daily? by homceopathists the wor]d
over, teStify ; and if the student wi11 but properly use
the means at his disposal, Satisfaction to a marked
degree will result to him and his patients. If I have
in the above sし1CCeeded in helping some who are meet-
ing with drawbacks which I have had to enco`両er in
the earlier y ars of my PrOfessional career) I shall be
satisfi d indeed. I may retし一m tO this s坤ect ifit
please you]一readers.
Laboulbene says) that the tears of measles contain
the contagious element ofthe disease and that inocu-
1ation with them always produces a mildしypeof the
malady-丑花dzta1 7プme∫・
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THE TOBACCO HABIT.
AN ADDRESS BY DR. FLORENCE ROBISON, ’89’ OF
THE NEW HAMPSH工RE W. C. T. U.
The medical name for tobacco is nicotine or nico-
tiana, named for Jean Nicob, Who first introduced it
into Europe in the year 1560. Two active principles
have been found in nicotine, One an aCtive, VOlatile,
COIorless liquid? Which is possessed of alkaline prop-
erties. Another substance has been obtained by sim-
Ply disti11ing water from tobacco) and allowing the
liquid to stand for several days) a White crystaline
matter rises to the surface, Which has the odor of to-
bacco, and resembles it in its e蹄cts. It was called
nicotianin? and seemed to partake of the nature of
VOlatile oils・ The crude oil白nicotianin,, is supposed
to be the juice of the白cu].Sed hebenon’’described by
Shakespeare as the白1eprous distilment,, poし'red into
the ear of Hamlet’s father. A chemical examination
Of a tobacco leaf shows its surface dotted with mi_
nute glands, Which contain an oilfound in no other
P]ant, the proportion being 7 per cent. of the whole
Weight of the leaf二　This oil is nicotion, One Of the
Subtlest of poisons) and detemines the strength ol
the tobacco. Nicotine primarily lowers the circula-
tion) quickens the respiration and excites the muscu-
lar system) but its l-1timate effect is general exhaus-
tion・ As administered in even the minuteもt doses,
the result is alaming) and in a larger quantity will
occasion a man’s death in from two to five minutes.
One drop of the crude oil has been known to almost
instantly kill a Newfoundland dog・ The nicotine in
One Clgar? if extracted and administered in a pure
State, WOuld su債ce to kill two men. The Indians
used to poison their arrows by dipping them into nic-
Otine) COnVulsions and death being the results of their
arrow wounds.
Dr. Brodie, queen Victoria’s physician, made sev-
eral experiments with nicotine) aPPlying it to the
tongues ofa mouse) a Squirrel and a dog) death being
PrOduced in every instance. A frogp量aced in a re-
Ceiver containing a drop of nicotine and a little water
Willdieinafewhours. Puton a cat’s tongue one
drop of nicotine, and in spite of its白seven lives,,, it
instantly writhes in convし1lsions alld dies. Set an
OPen bottle containing a small quantity of this oil un-
der an inverted jar,Place a mouse or ratunderthejar,
taking care that the fresh air is excluded・ Death pres-
ently follows? Simply from the animal,s breathing the
POisoned atmosphere.
Put a man) SOaked with tobacco) into a hot bath?
let him remain there until a free perspiration takes
Place? then drop a fly into the water) and instant
death ensues to the fly. Hold a piece of white paper
OVer tOba co smoke) and when the cigal・ is consumed,
SCraPe/the condensed smoke from the paper and put
a very small amount of it on the tongue of a cat’in a
few mi utes it wil  d e of paralysis・ Put a tobacco
Victim in a wet sheetand when he is taken out the
Whole ro m is創1ed.with the odor. No wonder the
cannibals refuse to eat such a man !
At a home for the cure of the tobacco habit? a man
just brought inwas washed as clean as soap and water
COuld make him, and th n some flies were allowed to
alight on him. In five minutes every fly was dead)
killed by the poisonous perspiration which exuded
from the man’  body. At Dartmouthニpark, England,
an o d wooden pipe was given to a 3-year-Old boy to
blow soap-bubbles with? the pipe first being thorough-
1ywashedou . Theboywas taken ill and died in
three days? his death) aCCOrding to medical evidence?
being caused by nicotine which he had sucked in
While b]owi g the bubbles.
The daught r of a obacco merchantl from simply
Sleeping in a chamber where a large quantity of to-
bacco had been fasped, died soon_after in fearful con一
Vulsions. Bocarme, Of Belgium, WaS murdered in
two minutes and a half by a little nicotine.
A very moderate quant ty introduced into the sys-
te , Or eVen aPPlying the moistened leaves over the
StOm争Ch) has suddenly extinguished life. Indeed) SO
thorou hly does tobacco poison the blood) that’aC-
COrding to th  testimony of a physician to a dispen-
Sary in St. Gil s? 1eeches are instantly killed by the
bloo  of smokers) SO Suddenly) that they drop offim-
mediately when they are applied・ In this view of
the sut串ct, We CamOt WOnder that it is pronounced
Perilous fora delicate person to sleep in the chamber
with an habitual smoker.
Medical joumals l’eport the poisoning of babes
from sharing the bed二of a tobacco father, and even
from b ing in the room where he smoked, and infant
deaths have occur d from no other cause. Many of
Our mOSt mi enf physicians regard much of the in-
Validism, and al o the ill health of women, aS due to
the poisoned atmosphere created around them by the
S Oking members of their household.
Tobacco commences it  dreadful work in the fac_
ories where it is prepared for use) the operatives in-
haling its dust and absording its poison〕 SO that) aC-
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cording to the doctors) it takes only four years to kill
off the worker.
Two gentlemen were walking aLIong a street in a
large city conversing with each other. As they pass-
ed an elegant residence) One Of the gentl§men, Who
was a physician? Said to his friend:白There is a lady
in that house who is being murdered by her husband,
and yet he) aS Well as the whole fa・一nily, are ignorant
of the cause of the trouble.,, An explanation was
asked’and the doctor said:白The husband is so
soaked in tobacco that the poison from his body is
killing his wife.,, Is no=his, then, the cause of so
much weakness and nervousness among the women
whose husbands are inveterate smokers? I think it is)
most assuredly. Another physician says:点If we
wish at any time to prostrate the powers in the most
sudden and awful manner) We have but to administer
a dose of tobacco and our obiect is accomplished・
The e節ec亡on the heart is not caused by direct action)
butby paralyzin宵the minute vessels which form the
batteries of the nervous system. The heart freed
from their control, increases the rapidity of its strokes
with an apparent accession, but real waste of force.
No one will denythat tobacco is a drug’and no
drug should be taken in health. Tobacco’aS a thera-
peutic agent? belongs to the same class with belladon-
na声Icohol and opium) Our deadliest poisons’but its
use is restricted within comparatively narrow limits.
Tobac。O is the most subtle poison known to the
chemists) eXCePtthe deadly prussic acid. The efiect
of tobacco on the glandular system is not less evil
than upon the nerv:OuS SyStem. If there is any tuber-
culous tendency? this enemy searches it out’eXCites it
and sends its victim to the grave by rapid stages.
It is claimed by some physicians, that the e節ects of
tobacco on posterity are even greater than those of
alcohol) that it destl・OyS mOre Vital force, ‘and thl軍S
saps the very foundations’tranSmitting a tendency to
disease. The parent whose blood and secretions are
saturated with tobacco, and whose brain and nervous
system are narcotized by it, muSt tranSmit to his child
elements of a distempered body and erratic mind, a
deranged condition of organic atoms, Which elevates
the animalism of the future being? at the expense of
the moral and inte11ectual natu重・e. This is one of the
sins which is visited on the third and fourth genera-
tion. Ofalltheham done by the use of tobacco?
the greatest harm and the mightiest wrong, is that of
transmitting to the unbom) the appetite for the fil-
thy) disease-Creating’misery-PrOducing drug.
I can point you) SayS a Physician) tO tWO families
rightunder my eyel Where in each case there is a
nest of little children rendered idiots) by the tobacco
hahits of their parents.
Of two doctors of divinity who were inlordinate
uscrs of tobacco, the children were dissipated and in-
temperate) While those of the other su蹄red every
form of pain a-1d agony resultillg from weak and dis-
ordered nerves. In both cases the evil was pronounc-
ed hereditary) the result of the selfish indulgence of
their fathers. A physician relates the case of a smok-
er whose children were cursed from their birth. His
idiotic boy would scoop tlP the loathsome ashes scrap-
ed from his father’s pipe and eat them With avidity.
In no installCe is the sin ofthe father more striking-
1y visited upon his children) thal- tlle Sin of tobacco-
smoking. The enervation) the hysteria, the insanity’
the dwarfish deformities, the consumption, the su鱈五〇
ing lives and early deaths of the children ofinvcterate
smokers) bear ample testimony to the feebleness and
unsoundness of the constitution transmitted by this
Pernicious habit.
Have you any idea how mし軍Ch tobacco is sold dllr-
ingthe 365 days上I will tell you ofjust one day’s
sales, andthenyou can havean idea of it. In one
day in Louisville, Kentucky, there w親s sold l,002
hogsheags, amOunting to about l’500,000 pounds’
and worth in. the hogshead over $100,000 ; (365,730
hogsheads per year・) This amount was sent out
from Kentuckyl broadcast? OVer Our beautiful God-
given land to destroy the intellects of our boys and
Is it any wonder that we? aS Christianwomen, are
protesting against uch a curse? It seems to me that
every C ris ian) both men and women, Should ⊥1Se
their influence to stop the sale of an article that is in-
jur ous t6 the children・ I=eads to drinking.
Do you doubt it? Go into the prisons, the inebri-
ate asylum  and ask th men and women there, how
they b gan to use liqu r) and 999 out of l・000 will
tell you that they began to smoke first’then they be-
gan to drink. Tobacco creates the appetite fbr alco-
hol as nothing else can・
Dr. Mussey says :待In the practice of smoking there
isno small danger・ It produces a huskiness in the
mouth’Which calls for some liquid・ Water is too
insipid) aS the nerves of taste are in a halfpalsied
state from the e飾ects of tobacco smoke, hence, ln Or-
der to be tasted, an article of a pungent Or Stimulat-
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ing character is resorted to, and hence the kindred
habits of smoking and drinking.,,
Dr・ Woodward says :生I have supposed that tobac-
CO WaS the most ready and common stepping-StOnC tO
that use of spiI・itous liquol・S that leads to intemper-
ance. Those who chew or smoke are rarely satisfied
With water or other insipid) Or taSteless drink) else
Why should the bar-rOOm and the grog-Shop be the
resort of the smこ)ker.,,
Pl’Ofessor La億n, Whose authority on the sutject is
unqし一eStioned, SayS :白Cigarettes create a thirst for
StrOng drink) COntail]ing as they do? five poISOnS-Oil
in the paper? the oil of nicotine) Saltpetre? tO PreSerVe
the tob録cco, OPium, tO makeitmild, and theoil in
the flavoring. The t「ouble with the cigarette is the
inhalingof the smoke. Ifyou blow a mOuthfulof
SmOke through a handkerchief, it wil=eave a brown
Stain・ Inhale the smoke and blow it through the
nostril) and no stain will appear. The oil and poison
remain in the head or body.
The unive].Sal experience of all mankind will at-
test) and the intelligent observation of every individ-
ual will con鉦m the statement that precisely in the
ratio that persons indulge in narcotic stimulants) the
mental powers are unbalanced) the lbwer propensi-
ties acquire undue and inordinate activity at the ex-
PenSe, nOt Only to the vital stamina, but also of the
moral and intellectual nature. The whole being is
not only perverted, but introverted and retrovcrted.
Tol)aCCO-uSing) eVen mOre than liquor-drinking dis-
qualifies the mind for exercising its intentions con-
Ceming the right and wrong) and degrades the mora⊥
SenSe below the intellectual recognitions. In some
instances thel starting point of a criminal career dates
from the first indulgence of the tobacco vice) PrOduC-
ing by sIow degrees? When acting upon a constitution
Still extremely flexible? a COmPlete moral and intel-
lectual transfomation? aS Well as physical degeneracy.
Professor Mead! Of Oberlin) SayS the tobacco habit
tends to deaden the sellSe Of honor, aS Well as of de-
CenCy) and none are more likely to practice deception
unscrupulously than those who use tobacco.
Bし1t SOme Will say,白Good men smOke and chew.,,
All we can say lS) yeS) SOme gOOd men are not free
from the dominio11 Ofbad habits. Let us not use the
goodness ofa man for a garment to cover his sins.
A young man was greatly moved by the eloquence
Ofa preacher? and lingered after the services to speak
With him as he came out? bし一t When he saw thepreach-
er Spitting tobacco juice, he retired in disgust.
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An eminent preacher relates, at Orle time, When
Walking the streets ofthe city where he resided? With
a cigar in his mouth, he met an infidel acq11aintance
Who bしIrSt into laughter・ On being asked the cause
。fhis merriment, he replied,白O】1, I was just think-
ing how you would look going up to meet the Lord)
amid wreaths of tobacco smoke, and that cigar in
your moし-th.,,
Fancy) ifyou can) the angels walking the streets of
the New Jerusalem, SmOking cigal・S, Or eVen those
most fdshionable things, Cigarettes・
And [lOW? there is one qし1eStion which I wish some-
one would answer, that is, How can those who pro-
fess to be followers of Jesus Christ, and who know
that the body is the temple of the living God) defile
themselves by using this vile and cursed weed? God
says if.any man defile the temple of God) him wi11
God destroy, for the temple of God is holy, Which
temple ye are・
Co雄㌢ aタグ〆Ahク徽%i N訪∫・
The students appear to be making a special study
Or白La Grippe.,, A fine opportunity for clinical ob-
servation s now o鮪3red.
W" T. TALBOT, ’90, is issし一ing a fine typewriter
COPy OfProf. J. H ber Smith’s lectures on Materia
Medica. Prof. Smith editsthem himse埠hence their
accu一●aCy is beyond question・
N. B. FoRD, M. D",’88, has removedto 188 West
Chester P rk.
Senior stude ts are most fortunate in recelVlng
COmPlimentary copies of the NEW ENGLAND MEI)ICAL
GAZETTE, a joumalwhich fully merits the vast amount
Ofpraise bestowed upon t・
LucY S. HALE, M. D., ’89, late of the Massachu-
SettS Homceopathic HospitaI, has retumed to Minne-
apolis) Minn.　　　　　　¥
、 A most instructive series of clinics at the Westbor-
Ough Insane Hospital, CIosed on Decembel・ 20th,
With a very interestirig lecture on Cerebral Localiza-
tion, by Dr・ Pain .
JuLIA MoRTON PLUMMER, M. D., ’87, has l’emoved
to No 160 Huntington Av nし一e.
FLORENCE N. RoBINSON, M. D., ’89, has been ap-
POinted physcian to the Refom Home in Manches-
ter, N. H., under th  managementof the Woman’s
Christian Tempel‘enCe Union・
PROF. CoNRAD WESSELH①FT gives an hour or two a
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week to the discussion of the truths of the Organon,
for the benefit ofthe Senior and Middle classes.
C. W. MoRSE, M, D., ’89, is associflted in prac-
tice with his father, at Salem, Mass.
DR・ SouTHWICK,s clinics in GynaecoIogy) are muCh
appreciated by the Senior students・
F. A. PRITCHARD, M. D., ’89, has Ioeated at9
Marble street.
E. A. DuRGIN, M. D., ’89, Who has been conduct-
ing the practice of Dr. Hobart) OfMerrimac' Mass.,
for the past few weeks? nOW makeshis homeatBucks-
POrt, Me・
MISS BARNES and MISS KIRK, Ofthe Middle class,
are spending the year in Hartfordl Com.) aS nurSeS.
Thev intend to retum to college next year・
CAROLINE E. HASTINGS, M. D., has movedto 160
HuntingしOn Avenue.
M. W. TuRNER, M. D., ’89, is clinical assistant to
Dr. G. R. Southwick, at the co11ege Dispensary, On
Thursdays.
E. E. HALE, M. D., ’89, rePOrtS ml-Ch success at
Attleboro, Mass.
D. S. WH工TTEMORE, M. D., ’87, isoutpatient
physician of the Providence Homceopathic Dispensa-
ry) OfProvidence) R. I.
A. E. MARDEN) M. D.? ’89言s Iocated at Dan-
Ville, Vt.
1y hope for her safe retum and presence at the re-
union in ’93.
MARYMosHER) M. D.) ’87) held afair at her resi-
dence’53 BlしIe Hill Ave.? Roxburyl December 16, in
aid of the Dispensary Fund? realizing about one hun-
dred and舶y dollars・
LucY J. P KE, M. D., ’85, has removed to 53
Blue HillAve., Roxbury・
ELOISE A. SEARS, ’88, hasbeen attendingthe New
Yo k Post-g aduate co11ege and Polyclinic during the
fall) and expects to visit Europe early in the spring・
THE SENIORS anXiously awaitthe result of theex-
amina ion in OtoIogy.
DR. BISHOP,s f読e appeared j`Omeu,hat natural about
SuEA. WHITE, M. D., ’78, OfUtica, N. Y., attend置
ed the fall term of the New York PosトGraduate
schoolうPaying special attention to electro-therapeu-
tics and gynaecoIogical surgery.
DR. PACKARD? during his present term at the hos-
pital) OPerateS tWO days in a week, devoting Wednes-
day entirely to gynacoIogical surgery and preceding
the operation by a lecture on that sutject ; Saturday
is given to general sul.gery.
The present tem is a busy one for Seniors; the
course in operative obstetrics means dose attention
and hard work : the theses also demand the attention
of those who have not wisely taken the matter in
hand during the past term・
The Dispensary Fund) aS Shown by the tl・eaSurer’s
report言s now about forty thousand do11ars, including
the amounts pledged but not yet received. Work
upon the building foundations can doubtless soon be
commenced.
MARTHA SHELDON, M. D., ’88, is battling with Asi-
atic cholera in Moradabad, India・ Her many friends
will be glad to leam that she is well and strong and
heartily erjoying her work・ The class of ’88 eamest-
the co11ege during the holidays.
DR.’MARY J. SAFFORD, On retiring from practice,
has presented some three hundred volumes of medi-
ca1 1 terature to the college.
DR. H. H. BRALEY, OfConcord) Mass.? While re-
cently driving a spirited horse, WaS thrown from his
car iage, but fortunately escaped with slight injuries.
[Our sympathies and a word ofcaution to Dr・ Bra-
ley.-Ed・]
J. EMMONS BRIGGS, ’90, aSSisted Dr. Packard in
an ovariotomy at Woodstock'Vt.? during the vacation・
DR. BooTHBY,s surgical clinics on Mondays and
Wednesdays a節ord to Seniors a chance for experience
in diagnosis and tr atment of just such cases as will
occur in every-day practiceうand as an instructor Dr.
Bo thby is most apt jn尋ways presenting the practi-
cal side ofthe material at hand. THE BooTHBY SuR-
GICAL HospITAL a徹〕rds an additional opportunity for
practice in giving th r and otherwise assisting at
operations) nd the inv tations so kindly extended to
members of the class are wamly appreciated.
Rク0妨げCa∫e∫・
SIMPLE IMPACTED FECES.
G. N. TOWLE, ’90.
Iwas called, O tober 26th) tO See Miss M-)
aged 19. The patient is light complexioned, above
medium weigh  and height? Of the phlegmatic type’
seemingly dull and sIow in thought and action. Q!1eS-
tions brought out the fact that she had passed no feces
forわo’0 m0クeiん) although she had taken pi11s and
other cathartics repeatedly・ For the last two weeks
s had f引t a desire for stoolうbut had passed nothing.
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Patient was in bed because she生felt tired’’; did not
Suifer much discom氏ut except a sense of fuuness.
Appetite hnd been fair all the time and she had eaten
anything she craved・ There had been some nausea,
SOme frontal headache, but no vomiting・ There was
SOme di億culty in passing urine) Which ‘¥'aS da一・ker
than usual・ Extemally the discendillg COIon, look-
ing like a rounded ridge, COuld be traced with the
eye up to the splenic flcxure, and with the hand the
transverse coIon collld be outlined for half the dis-
tance across the abdomen. Digital examination by
the rectし一m and vagina showed the rectum to be full
Ofhard masses of feces the size of a man’s fist, and
the vagina? from the pressul・e behindうWaS PreSSed
forward) the hard lumps being easily felt through the
POSterior vaginal wa11. An enema of wal・m Water
WaS given, Which caused no desire for stool, and na-
中re was assisted manually. Belladonna cerate was
applied to the sphincter with the result of relaxing it
Very muCh so that the introduction oftwo fingers was
an easy matter・ Before any assistance could be o節諒-
ed the injected water began to pass through the relax-
ed sphincter) and the patient was placed on a vessel.
Nothing but the water) COIored by the feces? Came
away. Withthe patient still on the vessel she was
urged to strain a little, and the first lump that pre-
Sented was broken up with the finger§ and passed
away. This was continued until nearly a vessel full
had been evacuated and no more lumps ‘Vere Within
reach. Patientwas now putto bed) 1iquid food and
fruit ol.dered for a diet・ Each day for five days this
OPeration was repeated) mO)・e feces coming down
durjng the interval) until the bowels were entirely re-
1ieved・ There were no bad symptoms in a11 this
timel and up to this writing? December 4th’there has
been a norma] stool every day. I have not been able
to find ml-Ch literature relating to simple impacted
feces) and as far as I know my method was original.
I wish to calI attention to two or three points. The
Patient did not receive a single dose ofmedicine) llOr
hasshe up to this time. The resultoftheapplication
Of Be11adonna cerate to relax the sphincter was all that
COuld be desired・ The method adopted oI‘having the
Patient sit on the ‘eSSel and strain gently wi11 be
found far more satisfactol●y than lying on the back or
Side. In the latter case force of gravity is against
evacuation, ,and it is not a natural method at all.
With the patient lying on the back or side, the feces
Will escape from the grasp unless the whole hand is
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used, Wh ch method it seems to me is a cruel and un-
necessary one if-the patient is able to sit up. But if
patient sits on the vessel there is a continuous
PreSSure from above. Although not so p]easant) it is
much better to use the fingers instead of instruments
for obvious reasons.　Evacuations at intervals seems
tobe a good way, for it is natural; the feces above
work down before the next treatment, and the opera-
tion will grow asier after each interval. The dis-
tended bowel has a chance to recover its normal tone
and then assist itself. These cases are comparatively
rare, and I would be glad to see more on the shbject
in the STUDENT.
ARSENICUM ALBUM.
’MARY A. DORGAN, ’89.
Shou d by chance skepticism、 hold a place in the
mind ofthe student) While he listens with due respect)
While his selliors relate their clinical experiences) and
remarkable results btained on administering to their
Patients one or more of the various remedies of
our materia medica) I ask) is there any better
means at hand todispel his doし1bt or confirm his be葛
1ief in the virtue of the remedy in question) than to
makea careful study of his case) aPPly practically the
theoretical knowledge obtained, and leam from his
own experience?
My experience wit血arsenicum album may be of
interest to my f封low students. Mrs. P.) Of Brook-
1ine) aged 32? When I first saw her in A11guSt? WaS
afiected with chronic gastritis, aCCOmPanied with obsti-
nate constipatiol]? and the followi一一g marked symp-
toms : Irritable and easilyねgered, SeVere temPOral
headache, Vertigoon rlSmg, Pain and bし一ming in the
stomach, COmingon an hour ortwo after eatit-g, nauSea,
butunable to vomit) great thirst and at times great pros-
tration.
As the disease covered a period ofsix years) and
during that time the patient had been the romds of
the old school, reCeived the usual heroic treatment for
constipation and tb a certain extent was su任ering from
drastic drugging) Iprescribed nux vomica 3x dilu-
tionandputh ron a proper diet. Atthe e重つdofaweek)
she reported improvement in the constipation’headache
and vertigoうbut the other symptoms remained much
the same. Arsenicum album 12Ⅹ trituation, WaS then
pl・eSCribed and continued for ten weeks) duriug which
time ther as ste dy improvement. She has taken
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no medicine sinceNovemberlO, but continued the
d壬et prescribed・ During the past week) She report-
ed herself erjoying very good health, and no return
Of the symPtOmS mentioned.
CASE OF INTERMITTENT FEVER.
JOHN DIKE, M. D.,’88.
Q!]Otidian言rregしIlar as to time of day at which
Chill came On. Symptoms before the chi= were as
follows : Entire loss of appetite, 7ZZ‘mb%e5∫ q声oes,
〆′管er・, and portion ofocciput with prickling sensa-
tion) great re5tle55グZeS∫i aChing in bones or leg)
thirst for warm drinks ; gaPing, yaWningand stretch-
1ng, aChing, heat and soreness to touch of vertex;
from looking steadily at any ot*ect.
During chill : 77Ztr5t /Or u,ar彬dγZ.7Zん;匂′S4%αa;
restlessness rir重・itable; does not wish to be talked to or
COnSOled) Only to be a1lowed to bear it alone; gγeat
5eクZSZ’tんe72e55 Zo draz縁ht∫　eVen COVering up his
head throし1ghout the chill ; aChing in bones, numb-
ness of丘ngers and toes, aChing at vertex, COldness be-
tween the shoulders, nauSea and vomiting, fever foトー
1ows cIose upon chi11・
During Fever: Dry heat, drowsiness followed by
sleep in which he talks continually ; Wakes au hoしIr
later covered with perspiration and th]-OWS Off the
CIothes? but mし}St Shortly cover up agam; aChing in
bones,部C,eat Z’eクツ。グeクe5ゐe, Odor of which clings to
cIothing after several thorough washings, thirst for
large quantities ofcold waterl face dark red ; tOWard
cIose of fever) an intense gnawingうhunger sets in
which is not satisfied by good・
General symptoms :∴Co/d czll /he /ime, 4vaid of
aクリdraz讐誘らbztt betteγ勾′ heal aクZd coりertク管2q,
mouth feels as if smeared with tallow, foul taste in
the morning) desire for meat) COndiments especial-
1y salt) aVerSion to sweets which disagree・-Ahl・ Me7・・
一一二王こ二二二王雪王一言二二
NEURALGIA TRIGEMINI.
J・ S・ DUNN, ’87・
One of the cases Iately occし1rrmg 】n my PraCtice,
which has been of specialinterest) isthatofneuralgia of
the trifacinl ne]・Ve) Principally in the opthalmic portion
Ofthe right side, agg一・avatedby cold) OPen air and p一・eSS-
ure-eSpeCially apt to come on after menstruation ;
Pain ofa cl-tting character extending into the right
temple) and so severe at times that the patient could
not refrain from crymg ; always accompanied by sleep-
lessness and Ioss ofapp tite. Though the remedies
Which re giv,en, mitigated some of the symptoms
f r a time’yet the result was not satisfactory) aPd as
a last resort’thg course of the nerve was painted
With the tincture ofbelladonna which gave instant re-
l’elief; fieedom from pain and excessive sleepiness, SO
thatshe was able immediatelJ to go to sleep. For a
few days following, SIight retums of the disorder were
experienced, but the belladonna tincture had the same
e無知as before’ and she has not been troしIbled since
that time, Which was nearly six教nOnths ago.
T渚e Son壱h壱∫.
GREGORY SOCIETY.
The time of the Gregory -neetings has been changed
tothefirst Monday in the month’at 3 P. M. The
November and December meetings were devoted to
business and reports ofcases. At the January meet-
ing Miss Marion Talbot addressed the Society on
待HousehoIdlSanitation・,, The money remaln-ng(1n
the treasul-y from last year will be spent for referellCe
books for the reading room・ A Gregory fund has
been started for the rel王ef of the very needy in dispen-
SaryPraCtice; the otject is a loan cIoset to be sup-
Plied wiしh rubber blanketsI Syringes) and other arti-
Cles ofcomfort in the sick room. Contributions for
this have come largely from graduate ‘nembers and
friends of the society.
HAHNEMANN._
December 4.
Meeting called to order by President Nason・ Min-
utes oflast meeting read alld approved・
Business.-Treasurer presented a bill or $3 for
Subscription to Popular Science Monthly ; Ordered
Paid and subscription stopped.
Reports of Committees) etC.-The following amend-
ment to the constitution and by-laws was presented
by W. T. Talbot, ’90: WHEREAS, inviewofthees_
tablishment and su cessful continuance of the MEDト
cAL STUDENT, b  it
音盤告謹書豊蕊岩盤患常盤謹
S ciety.
A Forceps Case was then presented by G. N.
Towle, ’90.
Reports ofCases) by W. T. Talbot’’90.
Mu ic was rendered by a qual・tette COnSisting of
糊e焔dtcal St%∠カタ8t.
Messrs. W. N. Emery) ’91) O. C. B. Nason’’91, W.
B・ French! ’91) T. W. Dike) ’90.
The Society then adjoumed.
F. s. cANEDY, Sec’y.
‾　　　　　　　　　　　‾二二二　　　　　　　　　　　音臆
HAHN EMANN._
December 17.
Society ca11ed to order by President Nason : Secl.e-
tary’s report read and approved・
Business.-Report of Investigating Committee pre-
Sented. Several candidates for membership were
recom mended.
Thequestion of change in time of meeting was
brought up and remarks made by Hopkins) Towle)
May’French’Fletcher and others. The general sen-
timent waS in favor ofholding meetings on Mondays
instead of Tuesdays? OWing to the irregularity of Prof.
Ahlbom’s lectul.eS, alld a md:ion was carried to that
eifect’nO COnStitutional change being made.
The society was then entertained by J. E. Briggs,
’90’Who presented a case of traumatic injury in
PregnanCy at the eighth motlthl SuCCeSSfully treated
SymPtOmatically by Ars. 3Ⅹ・
C. S. Cummings? M. D・) ’89) PreSented an exceed-
ingly interesting case of Atheiomata, Aortae, Which
resし11ted fatally・
A discussion of much interes=hen followed con-
Ceming the best method of improving the Society)
and a committee consisting of Piper? May and Talbot)
WaS aP]tointed to consider how the value of the Hah_
nemam Society dipIoma can best be increased. This
WaS One Ofthe most hoI〕eful meetings of the Society
On aCCOunt Of the interest expressed in line of im-
PrOVement.
Society adjoumed・
F. S. CANEDY) Sec’y.
芳雄彼∫みhb形∫.
THERAPEUTIC HINTS.
DR. PRITCHARD AND A. PICK, ’90.
7号"le Jo 7荻e JZ?emedあ・-Christism sa)′S : The
iodine prepal・atうons m‘lSt be taken on an empty
StOmaCh’aS they then get more quickly into the circu-
lation, and’mOreO‘章er, they are jnjul・ed by the acids
Of digestion. The acids should be taken regularly
during digestion ; the irritating or poiso11OuS l.eme-
dies, aS arSenic, COPPer) Zinc言】n調ediately after
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meals ; the phosphates and cod・liver oil to be admin-
istered before or during eating) tO be mixed with the
Products of digestion.
力み2戸r解毒% Ab5Ce5∫e∫.-Bl-unS has used iodoform
With success in tuberculous and cold abscesses ; Out
Or thirty〇五ve psoas al)SCeSSeS? he reports twenty-four
Cured) five improved? four failures, and two with re-
Sult unknown・ Its use is especia11y emphasized in
the nearly hopeless task of treating vertebral abscess.
N女hl S蹄at∫ e/ 1%t楊あ.葛Dr. Alexander has
used with success, Subcutaneous irjections of the o億-
Cina] camphor oil. Agal・icus and its derivatives are
also used by the old schooI with success.
B7.`mわe B%r7ZS.-According to Dr. Sehrwa]d,
diluted carbolic acid is the best remedy for bums or
the skin or mucous membrane by bromine. It unites
With the bromine and oms tribromo-Phenol ; the
SPOt COmeS Offin white flakes. Dr. SehrwaId made
exp rime ts nd found the injury due to the inhalation
Ofbromine fumes to have been much mitigated by
this treatment.
AbortZ’彬77,ea揚e%t Of 1玄′ru雛h∫.-Leu recom_
mends the following abortive treatment for furuncles :
Ca一.bolic acid in hypodemic i可ections. Th。 a。id
must beし1Sed early befo一・e suppuration appears言n
Which case the furuncle will be aborted without any
COmeCtive tissue necrosis. In advanced cases the
adoption of same treatment will prevent serious
SCarring; A 3 per cent・ SOlution is of more value
than is a weaker one. Patients can follow thei=lS_
ual occupations during the progress of the treatment.
-A均●e偽・ Med・ Ct擁r・ Z〆tz#讐-, 59, 1880.
Sz縁a7’jbr協,u72d 7シeatme短・-Sし'gar and iodo-
fom in the propo]・tion of one to tem have been suc_
CeSSfull}γ uSed in the treatment of tubercular ulcers)
and pure sl-ga重・ for ordinary wounds at the Strassburg
Klinik. T上1e Sugar) aPPlied in bags wh王ch al.e al-
lowed to remain ;7Z S寂six or eight days? may also
be di「ectly applied to the wounds, thus cleansing
them Of acid’deodorizing them, and stimし11ating gran-
ulation. Sugar is not an antiseptic; but it acts by
absorbing secretions and protectil-g against infection
from without’after purification of the parts with bi-
Chloride. With admixtし1rC Of exudate from wounds
lactic acid is produced) giving an acid reaction) COn-
Se uently an unsuitable soil for most bacteria to ger一
謹書葦。舘嵩一塁霊露盤葦
霊。諾霊霊蒜豊誓炭蕩烹露点薯
36, 1889.
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h汲e Rea嬢Roo%ク・
NEW METHODS AND MEDICAL BoARDS.
J PDa石e, M D・,
億もh符ema勿解毒符」物b形thク, Åわember・
A protest against state boards? With reasons.
SpINAL LocALIZAT工ON.　C. JK　脇, M D.,
T揚e5 CZ’ed R讐宏ter) December 7.
THE CoDE AND CoNSCIENCE. Zditortal.
N A・ J影rク2a1少“よめ解の疹a寂γ,小杉彬mbeγ・
Showing the att:itude ofthe Philadelphia Medical
Society toward homceopathy.
THE HYMEN IN A MuLTIPARA.
αarle5F　αク管dのタブM D・)
Amertcaクe倣,m僕ヲ吻ath云t, December・
CLI最ATIC TREATMENT OF PHTHISIS.
W C. Good符0, M D.,
H2zhククemaグZ7ZあZ Me7Zthb′, December・
OpEN LETTER TO THE MEDICAL STUDENT.
C・ Wを5∫el局の乃, M D・,
N B.功勿dical Ga之ette, Åわ。ember・
INJURIES TO THE PELVIC FLOOR.
H A.脇itmar5h,M D.,
Hb彼の疹athic J7%r%al ♀f O寂etrtc∫,小も。embeγ・
FEEDING FEVERS. ,Wあ・ L・ W杉z営みM D.,
Dtetetic Ga2?elte, A4?Z/ember.
CASES IN OBSTETRIC PRACTICE. /尼Dり′, M.D・’
1あmα疹alhic Re?,leα′, December・ 、
Fわ%寂e M尋招名わe∫.
CRITICISM AS A TRADE. AZ存.ed /. C巌rC方・
小だ解eteeグet屈α後tuクツ, Åセルe彼ber・
ScHOOL VACATIONS. ."　S. Shaler.
Alhク2tlc, December.
After twenty years’observation and thbught) Pro-
fessor Shaler gives his conclusions on the necessity of
VaCations, their use and abuse.
A LITTLE JouRNEY IN THE WoRLD.
C・ D.脇杉rクier, Lわタグer `多Bro5・
白Alive with warm, human interest, an e宜もCtive and
engaging story of modem life and society・,’
How TO SuppRESS QpACKERY. 1?. Gueγmey, M D.,
小も7,th Amertca% Ret,養7”, December.
A commenton Dr. Austin Flint’s paper in the Oc-
tober number.
PREVENTION OF CoNSUMPTION.
Sd形あaγγ Nをわ∫, Aありember30・
FAR,IN THE FoREST.　S. Wセtr j協tche〃, M D.
A story ofthe Pehnsylvania mountain lumber re-
glOn; Vivid and vigorous? With only a rare profes-
sional phrase to betray its author as a scientific man.
Cl勿ク碕・
In the
London
a11 the
WOmen.‾
StrOngly
see the
Women,s Hospitall reCently established in
under the pat一・onage Of the Princess of Wales)
SurgeOnS) Physcians and apothecaries are
This is a departure from the usual custom
to be commended and we shouldbe gl之一d to
Plan tried in some of the hospitals of this
COしIntry.-⊥1クをdtca1 7im e∫.
GIonoin in Puel.Peral Convulsions.-GIonoin is
sometimes an admirable remedy fo一’puerperal convul-
sions ; the congestive form of eclamPSia) that form
which is announced by rush o士blood to the head, eS-
PeC早Iy is albuminuria・ The fa・Ce is bright red and
pu飾ed "he pulse full and hard声he p如ient n.otbs at
the mouth ; She is unconscious巨hehands are clenched,
the thumbs being in the palms of t]車hands.一夕oz‘r-
符al q/ O寂 tr卒, November・
Bめh∫∫ Dej.t7.ZtCttO7Z ef 7Zの訪. A. R. aged two
years・ First painted healthy skin about circum故-
ance of na3VuS fbr about halfan inch, With a coat of
collodion租exile, a thick layer of four pe置● Cellt. SOlu-
tion of corrosive sublimate in collodion was applied
over the naevus. The twelfth day collodion was re-
moved ; the naevus had entirely disappeared.
The Philadelphia Board of Health, OII November
26, reCeived the following communication :-
PHILADELPHIA, October 29, 1889.-To the Board
of Health, Philad lphia,,-Gentlemen : Will you per-
mit us to suggest that many valuable lives and much
sickness would be saved by your lSSu量ng a nOticeしIrg-
ing the people to boil all drinking water戸
lfa child cannot have breast milk, the process of
feeding with a spoon) though at first troub]esome alld
tedious, is to be preferred to the use of the feeding
bo証e ; mOreOVer, the child wil=eam to drink at an
early age. Ifcare be taken to have all the vessels
empIoyed scrupulously clean, the infant will enjoy an
immunity from thirst) diarrhcea and other diseases
that follow in their train.
糊eノ脇dtcal St%d壱あt.
A FULL AND COMPLETE LINE OF
怠U草(葎GÅ止‡N患丁草UM且N丁怠
星図図星
011〃lI〃li〃llt"01101101101‖9111 1011○○i○○1ロ
F°録physieians,
=○○○ll=)○""=歴=01)田11 1Il○○="=き=○○llll】"ll"ll
国章函雪国
霊園回国
のSt額d6ntS, Us6.
’……“輯…ll“ll
Obstet高cal Foroeps at 15 p9r Oent. Discomt from Catalogue Pr盲ces.
Pocket Instrument Cases at 15% discount from catalogue prices.
Dissecting Cases at 15% discount from catalogue prices.
Buggy Cases at 25% discount from catalogue prices.
Stethoscopes? Laryngoscopes and Ophthalmoscopes) at low net prices.
Hypodermic Syringes at 25% discount from catalogue prices.
A great variety of Steam and Hand At.omizers.
GODMÅN　蛋.庭草U思す止耳百官,
Supe「io「 Surgicai音nstruments,
尊Å止耳Y投④U丁丁E草,
MANUFACTURERS OF
出u串担叫d毎轟声,
胴鵬脚脚E聡0門間開聞し嶋
4? ▲錫仰仰er枕γeet, BosT0雄
Faotory, Bunker Hi‖ Dis佃ct-
離間開聞$
台壁へ蛙塾タ
霊N TH圏ESSENT重A|‘‖QUA|,tT"ES OB
Durability, Evenness of
Poinも秘皿d Wbr霞血気n血i卿.
璃醇緒言藍盗詫繋恕落.恕璃津
鵬的,櫨博聞側部0.,禰措辞曲
13 and I5丁remont St・, Boston, Mass.
C・ A. S肥GEMUND,
′婁)山場調のC鎚,
工553如上56ア　ず即の8九′沈gboγあ郡re所, 0の・neγ　冊ノ8き　N(}∽タのあぶ切・Oet.
PHYSIC【ÅNS’PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY。
AIso a血11 1ine of Homceopathic Medicines.
WAN甲田D !
評議義認需器量蓋豊器
EIVl間A M" E" SANB⑱RN' M“ D“,
C置孔ss of ,76・　　　　　　　　　　AⅣひOV田言も, n重A食事S.
軸軸両組晒馳即鵬,
テロR LÅ口I‡S Å対D G互王立丁S.
No。 i844 Wa§hington Street,
2I Meal Tickets, Gents,
2I Meal Tickets, Ladies, -
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS.
$3・5○
○　3・○○
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∴ Bosもon UniY巳rSi七y School of Medicin巳.
一一窪…塾TH亡FÅCU」丁Y.e酵い
WILLIAM F. WARREN, LL. D., P7e∫iくわ刀t.
I. TISDALE TALBOT, M. D., 66 Marlborough Street, Deal∂, P砂-
一　ノあ∫Or〆●▲錫クgビワ・
CONRAD WESSELH(EFT, M. D., 29| Boy]ston Street, P7,夕を∫∫Or
午rP擁ho均/ a12d T滋er`ゆeutlC∫.　　　　ト
HENRY C. AHLBORN, M. D.・ 258 Marlborough Street, Pりお∫Or
qf lわ就最柳/ a12d Patho脅`al A?クatOのツ・
J. HEBER SMITH, M. D., 279 Dartmouth Street, B′q戸∫∫Or qr 4‘勿・
teクia丑クedlCa.
W. WESSELH(EFT, M. D., Cambridge, Dり杉∫∫C,r ef O寂et7.ic∫.
HENRY C.ANGELL, M. Dっ工6 Beacon Street, fね存∬07- q′ (2クん
thalmol鴛タ/.
HERBER’I‘ C.CLAPP, M. D., || Columbus Square, B′ケお∫Or q/
・ Di∫ea∫e∫ qr汲e Che∫t・
EDWIN E. CALDER, A. B., Providence, Dりわ∫∫0′ qr C%emi∫カツ.
DENTON G. WOODVINE, M・ D., 739 Tremont Street, D宅〆∫∫Or
qf Di∫ea∫e∫ qfthe 7初。at・
H. P. BELLOWS, M. D.,工|8 Boylston Street, bりaf∫0γ qr Otol閣′.
A. B. CHURCH, M. D.,工02 Huntington Avenue, P空乃∫∫0γ ・2/ Gy?2磨・
eol悠y.
J・ P. SUTHERLAND, M. D., |57 Newbury Street, Dて昨∬0γ ・Z/A′2al-
0クタグI・
J. A. ROCKWELL, M. D., Norwich, Conn.,み昨∫∫。7, q〃)砂∫io嬢y.
In addition to the foregoing, the fo11owing constitute the full faculty :-
GEORGE R. SOU冒HW|CK. M. D., 136 Boylston Street, Ass細の7” PγofGs$Oγ
5灘電魂隷書誰羅紡織緋10ea-
W|LLIAM L. JACKSON. M. D., 84 1)udley StI.eet, Z‘eC海γeク◆ 0)) Elecかo- Ther-
A患絹第筑〇〇日B了朝D., 26。 。,a「。。。。。 S七r。。七. 。。脇・。r 。n鋤r。妨Dれ
ざ瑠藻隷艶
繍ITS L瑚DING CHÅRÅCTERISTICS.駿
|. It is established in Boston, an educational center.
2. It f。rmS a Part Of Boston University, an institution ofthe most progressive and liberal character.　　　　　　　　、
3. It has a large and able teaching faculty.
4" It requires evidence of su鯖cient preliminary education to fit the student for the study of medicine before admission to the schoo看.
5. It provides a carefully graded minimum course of tbree years before graduation.
6. [t was the first School in this country to provide a course covering jrur yea7g for those who wish to pursue their studies with special
thoroughness and with suitable leisure for coliateral reading, and to obtain professiona〕 experience under the direction of the faculty・
7. It demands the actual atten。ance at a medical school three full years’aS a COndition to graduation.
8. It requires that every student shall pass a successful examination in all the studies of each year, before promotion to those ofthe next.
9. It has restored the degrees of Bachelor ofMedicine, and Bachelor of SuI‘gery, tO be attained by stude子ItS in’the f,妙.yeaクで’couTe, Who
at the end ofthe third year, PaSS a WOrthy examination.
1O. It confcrs no honorary or c!dcu花dem degrees. Its diplomas are obtained only for work actually done ln the School.
H. It admits, both as teachers and students. men and women on equal terms and conditions, tO the exercises ofthe School.
I2・ It gives' in addition †o the various branches of medicine usually taught’a, thorough knowledge of the homceopathic system.
I3. It secures for its students in its extensive clinics' nOt Only instruction i】1ustrated by observation・ but it requires them to have the per・
SOnal care oJ medical, Surgica.1, and obstetric cases, under the supervision ofthe Faculty, PreVious to graduation.
|4. It has just finished a new chemica=aboratory for practical work by the entire class ; a reading room, in which the students will have ac-
CeSS tO the medical jouma]s and works of reference; and it has constructed for itsbuilding a new and indbroved system of heat.
ing and ventiしation.
15. Its dipIomas are honored at home and abroad' ar]d its graduates occupy respected professional and pub丁ic positions.
For amouncements, Or further information, address
I P: PALBOZ† M DっDe即,
66脇rlboro懲坊α卿et裏BOSTON
鰯e族(ガcdl S海藻寂.
畢Bosto曳U]〕ivertsit弊
Certai]EL Fu鶴del=閤“eさta宴書出〇〇iple富・
I. The I。eals of Christian AnthropoIogy are the highest of anthropoIogical ideals・
' II. The Ideals of Christian Society are the highest ofsocial ideals.
III. The Ideals of Christian Education are the highest of educational ideals・
Cert亀iささOr幽,a博Te雷的1elples.
。mi豊豊豊薄豊霊親器謂豊豊藍蕊Organism・ a living Society’fed and re‾
。。n器霊誓書盤窪悪霊葦霊豊諾豊島認諾men alone・ Can nO mOre
糞輩藷驚譲竃護藷灘叢謀
Certai埠登記sto出cal Faets.
I. Boston University was the first ever organized in fuu and deliberate recognition of a11 the principles above set forth.
霊蒜諾薫叢叢諾意謹豊欝諾霊認諾笥豊
岩盤謹盈豊霊轟霊temPt the lntegration of the highest national forms and fo_ Of cul‾
Certal種St亀t王室tieal Faets一
藷轟籠謹護藷藷鶉欝欝誤認叢
諾轟議藷藷籠欝轟議寵繋讃
誌蕊豊鴇書誌詣霊置豊講読難語豊語諾豊豊葦聖書d‾
藷轟謹蒜謹詩話蒸器認諾認諾
The surprisingly steady growth of the University during the last eight years is producing grave embarrassments・ Addi-
tional endowments and buildings must be had at once. The purpose of this a,mOunCement is to ask benevolent men and
women of means to help in the good work of enlarging and strengthening an institution so bene丘cent in its workings, and
so representative ofall that is most precious in the eyes of the American people. Persons making their wills are particu-
larly invited to remember the University as liberally as possible.
WILbL4M者WARRH弟伽&融印t,
J2 Sb徽e名Se仁S’treet, BOSTON; Mゐ5S・
糊e脇dical St徹カ%i.
Pocket Su鳴ical Gases
寧OTIS CLAPP & SoN, BosTON.宅
We desire to call the attention of phys'icians z`nd students to oし一l・ new designs of Pocket Surgical Cases・
These cases are manufactured in our Case Department, Ofthe finest qual亘y of Turkey morocco or sealskin,
and for beauty ofdesign and finish are much superior to any to be found in the market・
The instruments supplied are selected from the stock of ’the best manufacturers of s冊gica=nstruments)
and the prices have been set at so Iow a fig皿e that they cannot fail to meet the approval ofstudents・
THE寝BEACON,, CASE.
Two folds made of best Turkey morocco or sealskin, lined with siik velvet, and silk-1ined
flaps at sides Comp]ete with instruments. Prices,　-　　-　　紺2・50 and伽3.OO.
THE雄JACKSON No. l,’CASE.
THE αJACKSON No. 2,, CASE.
Three folds made of best Turkey morocco or sealskin, lined with silk velvet, a,nd silk lined
flaps at sides Comp]ete with instruments. Prices,緋6 and $I6.5O一針4 and針4.5O
寝OTIS C|JAPP & SoN’s SLIDING CASE.,,
A folding velvet-】ined leather case sliding into morocco case. Prices, -　約.5O and鮒25.
PLEAS圏　EXAMINE BEFORE PURCHASING ELSEWHERE,
OTISノCLAPP & SON,No. IO Park Square, BosTON
毒鬱
三∴∴
紐ぬ虹t 慣Va土ids,
CO郎DUC
蝕め屯田粥,
晒す割り§-B馴書
pathoIogic劃しabo隠tol.y’
軸醐時陳糊砥部馳001妬脚脚輝
inc触res,
Cases, S縫thoscopes, Pocket Surgi
Cases, Vials, Corks, Etc. ¥
細関脇班,粛00閲
